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Muslim policewoman turned to jihad by colleagues arrested after stealing firearms
[1]


Source Item:
Muslim policewoman turned to jihad by colleagues arrested after stealing firearms [2]
Country:
France
News Date:
14/02/2018
Summary:
“A 20-year-old policewoman, who has been described as ‘radicalised’ by colleagues, has been arrested in the
heavily migrant-populated Paris suburb of Seine-Saint-Denis after being accused of stealing firearms.”

Teachers Seek Help to Cope with Rising Islamic Extremism in the Classroom [3]

Source Item:
Teachers Seek Help to Cope with Rising Islamic Extremism in the Classroom [4]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
09/02/2018
Summary:
Rising fundamentalism amongst Muslim youths in Germany is sparking alarm in the nation’s schools, with more
and more teachers seeking help in dealing with radicalised pupils. Since October last year, a hotline set up by the
Federal Ministry for Migration and Refugees (BAMF) has increasingly been inundated [5] with calls from teachers
and school menta

It's true that some British Muslims don't actually want to integrate – but this is
about a lot more than religion [6]


Author(s):
Independent [7]
Rabbil Sikdar [8]

Source Item:
It's true that some British Muslims don't actually want to integrate – but this is about a lot more than religion [9]
Summary:
But we need to acknowledge that this is a battle that will not end soon. We are fighting a terrorism that exists
through an ideology, and transcends organisations. We aren’t just fighting the Taliban, al-Qaeda and Isis, but
the ideas that drive them [10].
...
Most British Muslims are able to healthily integrate being both Muslim and Western, seeing those two identities
as compatible and harmonious rather than conflicting. But there are an increasing number of young Muslims who
find their sense of belonging and identity elsewhere.
That comes from Islamophobia, but also portions of the Muslim community refusing to culturally integrate [11],
regarding integration as a compromise of their identity. They push the notion of Britain never being our home,
that we will always be hated for being Muslim, that you cannot truly be British and Muslim.

OFSTED INSPECTOR: RELIGIOUS EXTREMISTS ‘INDOCTRINATING’ PUPILS &
UNDERMINING BRITISH VALUES [12]

Source Item:
OFSTED INSPECTOR: RELIGIOUS EXTREMISTS ‘INDOCTRINATING’ PUPILS & UNDERMINING BRITIS [13]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
01/02/2018
Summary:
Religious extremists are ‘indoctrinating’ pupils and undermining British values, according to the
government’s Ofsted Chief Inspector. [14] Amanda Spielman said: “Ofsted inspectors are increasingly brought
into contact with those who want to actively pervert the purpose of education.

Mosques - A question of Leadership [15]

Source Item:
Mosques - A question of Leadership [16]
Country:

United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
21/08/2005
Summary:
Unidentiﬁed speaker: It's a great honour to kill these people¿ Islam not a religion of just you speaking we got to people of action.
John Ware: Two British Muslims prepare to go on a suicide mission. They're sent on their way to the strains of a song hailing them as
heroes ﬁghting for the homeland. But it wasn't their homeland. Their target was a seaside bar in the Israeli city of Tel Aviv.

Dispatches - Undercover Mosque: The Return - Real Stories [17]


[17]
Summary:
After the first 'Dispatches: Undercover Mosque' witnessed the rise of extremist Wahhabism within UK mosques,
'Undercover Mosque: The Return' explores further the terrifying beliefs of a rising ideology within the UK.
See also: Dispatches - Undercover Mosque [18]



Dispatches - Undercover Mosque [19]

[19]
Summary:
Prime Minister Tony Blair recently described tolerance as ‘what makes Britain Britain’ but in this extensive
investigation Dispatches reveals how a message of hatred and segregation is being spread throughout the UK and
examines how it is influenced by the religious establishment of Saudi Arabia.
Dispatches has investigated a number of mosques run by high profile national organisations that claim to be
dedicated to moderation and dialogue with other faiths. But an undercover reporter joined worshippers to find a
message of religious bigotry and extremism being preached.

Many Muslim asylum seekers hold “medieval views” [20]

Source Item:
Many Muslim asylum seekers hold “medieval views” [21]
Country:
Austria
News Date:
14/01/2018
Summary:
A new research [22] by Professor Ednan Aslan has revealed some shocking insights. The professor, whose
speciality is religious education at the University of Vienna, asked Muslim asylum seekers in the city of Graz
about their religious attitudes. Many respondents, it turned out, were holding radical religious views. For
example, 44.3 percent of the women interviewed were opposed to shaking hands with men.

Islamic primary school had books written by banned extremist, Ofsted report finds
[23]


Source Item:
Islamic primary school had books written by banned extremist, Ofsted report finds [24]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
16/01/2018

Summary:
An Islamic primary school had books written by an extremist who has been expelled from the UK after being told
to remove them, an Ofsted report has found. The Olive Tree Primary School, a private Islamic school in Luton,
claimed it had removed the “unsuitable books” which did not promote British values earlier this year. However, at
its most recent inspection, the books were still available at the school.

'Let the West Burn': Norway Reveals Radicalization in 'Quran Schools' Abroad [25]

Source Item:
'Let the West Burn': Norway Reveals Radicalization in 'Quran Schools' Abroad [26]
Country:
Norway
News Date:
27/12/2017
Summary:
The Norwegian police have raised concerns about the ongoing radicalization process in so-called ‘Quran schools'
in Somalia, where kids from immigrant families residing in the Nordic country are sent, often against their will, by
parents to avoid being "westernized."

France closes mosque for 'encouraging radicalism' [27]

Source Item:
France closes mosque for 'encouraging radicalism' [28]
Country:
France
News Date:
16/12/2017
Summary:
A French court on Saturday issued orders to close down a mosque in Marseille city in southern France for
allegedly "encouraging radicalism and violence", APA reports qyoting Anadolu agency. An administrative court in
Marseille acted on a petition by Governor Pierre Dartout who asked the As-Sunna Mosque to be closed for six
months. The court ruled that the religious official of the mosque "encouraged radical ideology, discrimination, and
violence." So far, at least 19 mosques have been closed across France since a state of emergency was declared
following the Nov. 2015 Paris attacks.

Pakistani Islamism – Flowing Into The UK [29]


Author(s):
Tufail Ahmad [30]
Memri [31]

Source Item:
Pakistani Islamism – Flowing Into The UK [32]
Summary:
Will the UK become another Pakistan? The definitive answer is yes. The only question is when. In November of
2017, Islamists from the Sufi school of Islam laid siege to Islamabad for three weeks on the issue of Khatm-eNabuwwat ("finality of the prophethood of Muhammad"), a belief that is part of Islamic shari'a's blasphemy laws.
The ideas articulated by Islamists in Pakistan are being preached in British towns and Europe – publicly and in
mass rallies, as discussed below. In an earlier article, I have defined Islam as a movement of ideas, Islamism as
the peaceful methodology of Islam and jihadism as the weaponised version of Islamism. [33]
In recent decades, Ahmadi Muslims, pejoratively dismissed by clerics as Qadianis and persecuted by the Pakistani
state and society, have found shelter in the UK. Ahmadi Muslims will be at the receiving end of Pakistani Islamism
flowing into the UK because they are accused, inaccurately, by Islamists of not believing Muhammad to be the
last prophet. Ahmadis do believe that Muhammad was the last prophet, but also argue, much like the Sufis do,
that God talks to and mediates with mystics. However, the Islamists – Deobandis or Sufis – have determined that
Ahmadis are guilty of blasphemy by not believing in Muhammad to be the last prophet.
Jamaat-e-Islami Official Tells Crowd In Birmingham: "Unless Nizam-e-Mustafa Is Established... There
Cannot Be Peace"

Muslim Activist: Political Correctness Fuels Extremism [34]

Author(s):
Clarion Project [35]
Dr. Usama Hasan [36]

Source Item:
Muslim Activist: Political Correctness Fuels Extremism [37]
Summary:
One of Britain’s leading experts in counter extremism [38] has warned excessive political correctness is
inadvertently increasing religious extremism, reported the Evening Standard. Forcing people not to talk about it
leaves the vulnerable unable to address the causes of Islamic extremism and without adequate counterarguments.
Dr. Usama Hasan is head of Islamic studies at the Quilliam Foundation, a counter extremism think tank which
advises governments and publishes top-tier research on the roots of Islamic extremism. He is a noted theologian
and has faced death threats from extremists for his stance on evolution.
Hasan made the remarks at the Turing House School during an event called Votes For Schools to encourage
debate among young people.

Selection of interesting tweets from the last few months [39]

Source Item [39]
Ever wonder how Mullahs turn innocent little boys into ferocious killers and rapists? Here is a snippet into
how it's done in Madrassas.

Islamist hate preacher who called for Britain to be DESTROYED to visit UK [40]

Source Item:
Islamist hate preacher who called for Britain to be DESTROYED to visit UK [41]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
03/09/2017
Summary:
Sheikh Ekrima Sabri, a former Grand Mufti of Jerusalem and current Imam of the city’s Al-Aqsa Mosque, will visit
Britain as part of a delegation organised by Pro-Palestinian group EuroPal, according to Jewish News Online.
An email sent to MPs announced the details of Sabri’s visit agenda and offered meetings in parliament with the
group between Monday 11 and Friday 15 September.



The "Moderate" Muslims [42]

[42]
Summary:
Here are the self-described "Moderate Muslims" at a conference here in this country. Find out what they believe
about the Quran commanding death to homosexuals, stoning for adultery and executing anyone who tries to leave
Islam. Now watch it again and take a good look at how many children are in the audience, THIS is how they
become radicalized !

Europe: Destroyed by the West's Indifference? [43]

Author(s):
Giulio Meotti [44]
Gatestone Institute [45]

Source Item:
Europe: Destroyed by the West's Indifference? [46]
Summary:
Our media and intelligentsia are always on alert to defend everything coming from Islam, from women's veils to
the "right not be offended" by cartoons. The same establishment, however, lies in a coma when it comes to
Christian symbols under attack.
The West today keeps on hiding its deepest secret: that there is an Islamic war going on against our own JudeoChristian civilization.
"They want Christianity eradicated, and they want to convert all Muslims to their crusade... They want it to be a
holy war. And they want Christians gone. And I don't think that narrative is getting the attention it should get..."
— Piers Morgan, Daily Mail.
There are pictures one cannot forget -- for instance, of Russian troops hoisting their flag over burning Berlin in
1945. It was the end of Nazism but the rise of Communism. Another photo is of U.S. Marines raising the American

flag over the battle-scarred Japanese island of Iwo Jima.Our media and intelligentsia are always on alert to defend
everything coming from Islam, from women's veils to the "right not be offended" by cartoons. The same
establishment, however, lies in a coma when it comes to Christian symbols under attack.
Today the West faces another totalitarianism: radical Islam. One place that witnessed the new horror is Mount
Sinjar [47] in the Nineveh province of Iraq, once a home to religious minorities, especially Christians and Yazidis.
Thousands of years of history changed when the jihadists of ISIS invaded Sinjar in August of 2014. They
slaughtered men and enslaved girls and women. Christian churches were razed to the ground, and houses of
worship, looted.
In 2016 alone, 90,000 Christians [48] around the world were murdered for their faith, according to a report
[49] from the Center for the Study of Global Christianity. Between 2005 and 2015, 900,000 Christians [49] were
martyred. According to Open Doors [50], another Christian advocacy group, one out of every 12 Christians today
experiences extreme persecution for their faith; the total comes to 215 million around the world.

Egypt's mosque minders: The rise of surveillance cameras in places of worship [51]

Source Item:
Egypt's mosque minders: The rise of surveillance cameras in places of worship [52]
Country:
Egypt
News Date:
17/09/2015
Summary:
Egypt is adding mosque surveillance [53], private security and book bans to its efforts to control extremism and
support moderate religious thought.



Moderate Muslims Are Not the Solution to Radical Islam [54]

[54]
Summary:
Moderate Muslims Are Not the Solution to Radical Islam
We hear that moderate Muslims are the solution to radical Islam. But when we examine this idea a step at a time,
it will not work.

Radical Muslims want Sharia, moderate Muslims reject Sharia
Radical Muslims want jihad, moderate Muslims reject jihad
And so on…



A Rational Study of “Radical” Islam [55]

[55]
Summary:
Dr. Bill Warner talks about Islam, its doctrine the Hadith, Sira and Koran, give a better understanding of such
things as dualism, the law of Islamic saturation and how it effects us, the Kafir. This rational synopsis has graphs,
charts, figures which can all be found at politicalislam.com [56] > projects

Islamic Radicalisation(In German) [57]


[57]
Source Item:
Islamic Radicalisation(In German) [58]
Author(s):
University Of Vienna [59]

Summary:
A recent study [58] by Islamic theologian and professor of Islamic religious education at the University of Vienna,
Ednan Aslan, which was commissioned by the Austrian ministry of Foreign Affairs. The purpose of the 310-page
study, which was conducted over 18 months and involved interviews with 29 Muslims who were all jailed or in
juvenile detention (over half for having committed terrorist offenses) was reportedly to investigate the role that
Islam plays in the radicalization of young Muslims in Austria. The study showed that jihadists are not, as Western
leaders claim, ignorant of Islam and therefore "perverting" it. On the contrary, the jihadists apparently have a

deep understanding of Islamic theology. Aslan explicitly warns against reducing the issue of Islamic terrorism to
questions of "frustrated individuals, who have no perspective, are illiterate and have misunderstood Islam".
See also: https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11091/islamic-terrorism [60]

Islamic Radicalisation [61]


[61]
Source Item:
Islamic Radicalisation [58]
Author(s):
University Of Vienna [59]

Summary:
A recent study [58] by Islamic theologian and professor of Islamic religious education at the University of Vienna,
Ednan Aslan, which was commissioned by the Austrian ministry of Foreign Affairs. The purpose of the 310-page
study, which was conducted over 18 months and involved interviews with 29 Muslims who were all jailed or in
juvenile detention (over half for having committed terrorist offenses) was reportedly to investigate the role that
Islam plays in the radicalization of young Muslims in Austria. The study showed that jihadists are not, as Western
leaders claim, ignorant of Islam and therefore "perverting" it. On the contrary, the jihadists apparently have a
deep understanding of Islamic theology. Aslan explicitly warns against reducing the issue of Islamic terrorism to
questions of "frustrated individuals, who have no perspective, are illiterate and have misunderstood Islam".

The Trojan Horse is being dragged back into our schools: it must be stopped [62]

Source Item:
The Trojan Horse is being dragged back into our schools: it must be stopped [63]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
02/11/2017
Summary:
The invite seemed innocuous. Tomorrow evening, at a community centre in Birmingham, parents, teachers and

others would gather to discuss the future of schools in Britain’s second city. One pictures a scene from David
Cameron’s Big Society: local people pulling together with experts to improve the education of their
children. Sadly, the meeting was no such thing.

Czech Prez: ‘Spread of Radical Islam in EU Candidate State Bosnia Funded by
Saudi Arabia’ [64]

Source Item:
Czech Prez: ‘Spread of Radical Islam in EU Candidate State Bosnia Funded by Saudi Arabia’ [65]
Country:
Czech Republic (the)
News Date:
16/10/2017
Summary:
President of the Czech Republic Miloš Zeman said there is a risk of Saudi Arabia-funded radical Islam spreading
to European Union candidate state Bosnia-Herzegovina. Speaking at a Visegrád Group conference on integrating
Baltic nations into the EU, President Zeman said [66]: “All four presidents have clearly agreed that, in particular,
there is a risk of further spreading of radical Islam

A Month of Islam and Multiculturalism in Britain: September 2017 [67]

Author(s):
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Gatestone Institute [45]

Source Item:
A Month of Islam and Multiculturalism in Britain: September 2017 [69]
Summary:
A Freedom of Information request revealed that Sammy Woodhouse, a woman sexually abused as a child by a
grooming gang, was told by the Criminal Injuries Compensation Authority (CICA), a government body, that she
was not entitled to compensation because she "consented" to the sexual abuse. Woodhouse appealed the
decision: "If an adult can privately think that it's a child's fault for being abused, beaten, raped, abducted, I think
you're in the wrong job."
Online jihadist propaganda attracts more clicks in Britain than in any other European country and the main
internet companies are failing to curb it, according to Policy Exchange, a think tank. The report, "The New
Netwar," said that the Islamic State is still producing, at a conservative estimate, about 100 items of new content
each week, including execution videos and bomb-making instructions, reaching an audience of, at minimum, tens
of thousands, including large numbers of users in the UK.
British universities hosted 110 events featuring extremist speakers in the last academic year, 2016/17, with the
highest proportion taking place in London institutions. The extremist events listed were overwhelmingly

organized by Islamic societies, and groups and speakers included former Guantanamo Bay detainees and
Islamists. The findings suggest that despite Prime Minister Theresa May's claim that "enough is enough," British
universities continue to be a target for extremists promoting their messages.

'Extremism' fear over Islam studies donations [70]

Source Item:
'Extremism' fear over Islam studies donations [71]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
13/04/2008
Summary:
Extremist ideas are being spread by Islamic study centres linked to British universities and backed by multimillion-pound donations from Saudi Arabia and Muslim organisations, a new report claims. Eight universities,
including Oxford and Cambridge, have accepted more than £233.5 million from Saudi and Muslim sources since
1995, with much of the money going to Islamic study centres, according to the report. The total sum, revealed by
Anthony Glees, the director of Brunel University's Centre for Intelligence and Security Studies, amounts to the
largest source of external funding to UK unive

Home Office Censors, Suppresses Report into Immigration, Integration, and
Radical Islam [72]

Source Item:
Home Office Censors, Suppresses Report into Immigration, Integration, and Radical Islam [73]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
09/10/2017
Summary:
The Home Office is attempting to censor a report which criticises the government’s failure to manage the impact
of immigration, integrate minorities, and tackle radical Islam. The report by the government’s ‘integration tsar’
Dame Louise Casey has been ready for months, but publication has been delayed after Home Office officials
expressed “concern” and “unhappiness” about its language and content, reports [74]

Emergency terror measures become law in France [75]


Source Item:
Emergency terror measures become law in France [76]
Country:
France
News Date:
03/10/2017
Summary:
The controversial law allows authorities to shut down mosques, carry out on-the-spot identity checks and expand
border controls. Under the law, authorities are allowed to shut down mosques or other places of worship if
preachers are suspected of spreading radical ideas and theories. Suspected jihadist sympathisers can also be
confined to their neighbourhoods without the approval of a judge. Police can also carry out more on-the-spot
identity checks and expand border controls to areas around international train stations, ports and airports.

More than 100 Extremist Speakers Invited to British Universities [77]

Source Item:
More than 100 Extremist Speakers Invited to British Universities [78]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
29/09/2017
Summary:
British universities hosted 110 events featuring extremist speakers in the last academic year, 2016/17, with the
highest proportion taking place in London institutions, a report has found.
The extremist events listed were overwhelmingly organised by Islamic societies and groups and speakers included
former Guantanamo Bay detainees and Islamists. Former English Defence League (EDL) leader Tommy Robinson,
who was the only “far right” speaker on the list, spoke at two universities.

Islam in Switzerland: The Hills are Alive with the Sound of Jihad [79]

Source Item:
Islam in Switzerland: The Hills are Alive with the Sound of Jihad [80]
Country:
Switzerland
News Date:
28/09/2017
Summary:
What you would never know, from all this hand-wringing about "Islamophobia," is that only a few weeks before

the conference, the country's media had reported on a popular imam in Biel who, in his sermons, "asked Allah to
destroy the enemies of Islam -- Jews, Christians, Hindus, Russians, and Shiites."
The imam in question, Abu Ramadan, preached that Muslims who befriended infidels were "cursed until the Day
of Judgment" -- which, of course, is not radical at all, but is straight out of the Koran.

Zameer Ghumra 'told boys to kill anyone insulting Islam' court told [81]

Source Item:
Zameer Ghumra 'told boys to kill anyone insulting Islam' court told [82]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
26/09/2017
Summary:
Two schoolboys said a man accused of encouraging terrorism told them "you had to kill" anyone who insulted
their religion, a court has heard. One boy said Zameer Ghumra, 38, from Leicester, supported so-called Islamic
State and showed him beheading videos

Why no one dared challenge the Parsons Green bomber [83]

Author(s):
Rod Liddle [84]
Spectator [85]

Source Item:
Why no one dared challenge the Parsons Green bomber [86]
Summary:
The narrative we are expected to buy into is that terrorism is nothing to do with Islam and, further, that it is a
state of mind imposed upon young and ‘vulnerable’ Muslim men and women by an outside agency — a foreign
agency and an agency which, again, has nothing to do with Islam. This is the process of ‘radicalisation’ we keep
hearing about and I have never bought into it, having a certain respect for the concept of free will. And, I would
contend, a rather less generous view of Islam’s worldwide beneficence and pacific nature than the one we are all
enjoined to take.
And yet here we have a young man taken into the kindly, if somewhat wrinkled, bosom of an English couple who,
it may emerge, still ended up trying to terrorise people in the name of his weary God. If the Joneses had been a
Muslim family, then the press and the police would be demanding to know what they knew of this process of
radicalisation, and what they had done to counter it. But there is nothing to be done. The religion itself sets its
people apart from the rest and, in all too many cases, this apartness leads to a hatred. Radicalisation is nothing to
do with it.

Secret Filming Reveals Hatred Been Taught At UK Muslim Schools [87]


[87]
Summary:
An undercover reporter captures on camera the hate that's been taught to Muslim students at a faith school in
Birmingham UK. It's disgusting to say the least.

Who runs our mosques? [88]

Author(s):
Innes Bowen [89]
Spectator [85]

Source Item:
Who runs our mosques? [90]
Summary:
Islam in Britain is dominated by a very specific, and rather illiberal, version of the faith — one that, if anything,
seems to be becoming more conservative over time.

Britain is home to up to 35,000 Islamic fanatics of whom 3,000 are 'worrying' for

MI5 says Europe's top anti-terror official [91]

Source Item:
Britain is home to up to 35,000 Islamic fanatics of whom 3,000 are 'worrying' for MI5 says Europe's top antiterror official [92]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
31/08/2017
Summary:
Gilles de Kerchove singled out UK for having most radicalised Muslims in Europe
France has 17,000, Spain 5,000 and Belgium 500, Mr de Kerchove predicted
Also warned ISIS will try cyber attack on nuclear power stations within five years
4.

One in five mosques investigated for “extremism” in 2016 [93]

Source Item:
One in five mosques investigated for “extremism” in 2016 [94]
Country:
Belgium
News Date:
27/08/2017
Summary:
“One in five mosques checked for extremism in 2016,” Brussels Times [95], August 27, 2017 (thanks to The
Religion of Peace [96]):

Glasgow bomb plot: NHS doctor found guilty of terror attack on airport [97]

Source Item:
Glasgow bomb plot: NHS doctor found guilty of terror attack on airport [98]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
16/12/2008

Summary:

An NHS doctor has been found guilty of launching car bomb attacks on Glasgow airport and a
London nightclub as part of a nationwide terrorist campaign.

'Peaceful Muslims' are irrelevant [99]


[99]
Summary:
An answer to the question of 'radical Muslims' vs 'peaceful Muslims', by Brigitte Gabriel at a Heritage Foundation
panel discussion.

France sees 60% rise in 'radicalized Muslims' in 2 years [100]

Source Item:
France sees 60% rise in 'radicalized Muslims' in 2 years [101]
Country:
France
News Date:
11/08/2017
Summary:
The number of people suspected of Islamic radicalization in France has risen by 60% in two years, reports Le

Figaro.

UK: Still Welcoming Jihadis [102]

Author(s):
Douglas Murray [103]
Gatestone Institute [45]

Source Item:
UK: Still Welcoming Jihadis [104]
Summary:
What excuse is there in a country which has now seen and suffered the effects of Islamist terror so many times, a
country that the Prime Minister has claimed has had "enough" of this terror, for precisely the same two clerics to
return to the UK for another tour?
On their visit to the UK last summer, the two clerics were allowed to talk at mosques up and down the UK,
including in Prime Minister Theresa May's own constituency. By way of explanation, as the imam of the Madina
Mosque and Islamic Centre in Oldham, Zahoor Chishti, said of the two clerics, "They have got hundreds of
thousands of followers in the UK." For his part, the son of the murdered Punjab Province Governor Salman
Taseer, Shahbaz Taseer, criticised the UK authorities for letting people who praised the murderer of his father
into the UK.
Last year, members of the British government could have claimed to have been ignorant of the views of these
two clerics. They could have pretended that they did not know that they were allowing into the UK two men
principally known for encouraging the murder of apostates. They could have pretended to have been ignorant of
the beliefs of two men who like to whip up crowds to praise murderers. But they cannot be unaware this year. So
what are the excuses for letting them in? Are there any?

Alleviating poverty may not reduce terrorism but could make it less effective [105]

Author(s):
Economist [106]

Source Item:
Alleviating poverty may not reduce terrorism but could make it less effective [107]
Summary:
Social scientists have collected a large amount of data on the socioeconomic background of terrorists. According
to a 2008 survey of such studies by Alan Krueger of Princeton University, they have found little evidence that the
typical terrorist is unusually poor or badly schooled. Claude Berrebi of the RAND Corporation compared the
characteristics of suicide-bombers recruited by Hamas and Islamic Jihad from the West Bank and Gaza with those
of the general adult male Palestinian population. Nearly 60% of suicide-bombers had more than a high-school

education, compared with less than 15% of the general population. They were less than half as likely to come from
an impoverished family as an average adult man from the general population. Mr Krueger carried out a similar
exercise in Lebanon by collecting biographical information for Hizbullah militants. They too proved to be better
educated and less likely to be from poor families than the general population of the Shia-dominated southern
areas of Lebanon from which most came.
https://www.jihadwatch.org/2017/08/robert-spencer-do-islamic-jihadis-really-lack-a-basic-understanding-of-islam
[108]
https://www.rand.org/content/dam/rand/pubs/monographs/2009/RAND_MG849.pdf [109]

Islamist Spies Infiltrating the West to Terrorize Christians [110]

Author(s):
Majid Raﬁzadeh [111]
Gatestone Institute [45]

Source Item:
Islamist Spies Infiltrating the West to Terrorize Christians [112]
Summary:
A key mission clearly stipulated in Iran's constitution, is to export its Islamist ideology, and actively ensure the
continuous infiltration and expansion of Islamist values throughout the world. That is why the Revolutionary
Guards established a special force, the Quds Force and Basij, with a publicly-announced mission of becoming
engaged in extraterritorial operations -- religiously, ideologically, militarily and politically.
These Islamist spies normally come to the West, and particularly the US, under various guises, including seeking
education, engaging in research, or for health-related purposes. They target specific US embassies, universities,
research centers, or hospitals to obtain visas. Their ability to present themselves as ideal candidates for help
creates the appearance of safety; meanwhile, their intentions may be to cause widespread harm.
When Dehnavi was blocked at the Boston airport, many pro-Iranian regime agents in the US resorted to various
methods, including using mainstream liberal media outlets, in an attempt to ensure his entrance into America.
They devised a fake narrative of injustice and depicted this high-ranking Basiji military agent as an innocent man
who should be allowed into the US. How was this man even able to obtain a US visa?

Islamism and radicalism in the Maldives [113]

Source Item:
Islamism and radicalism in the Maldives [114]
Country:
Maldives

News Date:
01/12/2011
Summary:
Recently, the syncretic religious traditions and lax attitudes towards religious practices have been changing
rapidly, greatly aided by the presence of social Islamic organizations, and their use of mass media and abundant
resources. The level of religiosity is increasing; old traditions and customs are being dismissed as being bid’ah
(inventions contrary to the teachings of Islam) and certain segments of the society are growing intensely
conservative.

Malaysia Bans Book Promoting Moderate Islam for ‘Undermining Order’ [115]

Source Item:
Malaysia Bans Book Promoting Moderate Islam for ‘Undermining Order’ [116]
Country:
Malaysia
News Date:
06/08/2017
Summary:
The Malaysian government has banned a new book promoting a more moderate form of Islam, saying that the text
is likely to “undermine order” and “alarm public opinion.”

Germany: New study shows that Islam plays greater role in “radicalization” than
previously realized [117]

Author(s):
Robert Spencer [118]
Jihad Watch [119]

Source Item:
Germany: New study shows that Islam plays greater role in “radicalization” than previously realized [120]
Summary:
“Islam plays a greater role in radicalization,” translated from “Islam spielt bei Radikalisierung größere Rolle als
angenommen,” Welt [121], August 3, 2017 (thanks to The Religion of Peace [96]):
An Islamic theologian has investigated how radicalization of Muslims in Europe is related to their
knowledge of their own religion. The widespread view that radical Muslims know little about Islam is
wrong.
According to a study, Islamic teaching plays a greater role in the radicalization of young Muslims in
Europe than is often assumed. Frustration and a lack of career prospects alone are in no way a motive for
the transformation from the Muslim to the Islamist, according to the study of the Islamic theologian Ednan

Aslan, who was quoted by the newspaper “Die Tagespost” on Wednesday.
The widespread opinion that radical Muslims have mostly little knowledge of their religion has not been
confirmed, according to the 310-page investigation published on Tuesday. It is based on 29 biographical
interviews with delinquent Muslims in Austria.

UK: 23,000 Terrorists and Counting [122]

Author(s):
Denis MacEoin [123]
Gatestone Institute [45]

Source Item:
UK: 23,000 Terrorists and Counting [124]
Summary:

What seems not to be understood about "the religion of peace" is that "peace [125]" comes
only after the entire world has been converted to Islam so that a "Dar al-Harb", the "Abode of
War," will no longer even exist.
Theresa May herself is also not entirely to be trusted in this area. Despite her calls for no tolerance for
extremism, she has recently been widely criticized for blocking publication of a major report into foreign funding
of extremist Muslim groups.
For years now, radical preachers, terrorist recruiters, and fundamentalists who openly hate this country, its
democratic values, and its tolerance for all faiths, have walked British streets, campaigned on university
campuses, and converted and radicalised young men and women.
What seems not to be understood about "the religion of peace" is that "peace" comes only after the entire world
has been converted to Islam so that a "Dar al-Harb", the "Abode of War," will no longer even exist.
Since the beginning of March, 17,393 people have been listed as terror suspects. — French Senate report:
"Prevention of Radicalism and Regional Authorities", April 2017.

Fury as radical Islamist gives headline speech at university campaign group HQ
[126]


Source Item:
Fury as radical Islamist gives headline speech at university campaign group HQ [127]
Country:

United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
31/07/2017
Summary:

A RADICAL Islamist group facing a government ban has sparked outrage across the country after
a senior member gave a keynote speech at the headquarters of Universities UK.

London Bridge terrorist worked as a teacher at an Islamic primary school where he
'radicalised children as young as four' [128]

Source Item:
London Bridge terrorist worked as a teacher at an Islamic primary school where he 'radicalised children as young
as four' [129]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/07/2017
Summary:
Khuram Butt was a teacher at a primary school in Eton Community School, Ilford
The 27-year-old taught after school Koran classes as a unpaid volunteer
Butt, Rachid Redouane and Youssef Zaghba drove a van into pedestrians and jumped out of a van in
London Bridge wearing fake suicide vests
4.

GOVERNMENT NOT PUBLISHING REPORT ON FUNDING OF ISLAMIC
EXTREMISM [130]

Source Item:
GOVERNMENT NOT PUBLISHING REPORT ON FUNDING OF ISLAMIC EXTREMISM [131]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
14/07/2017
Summary:
Home Secretary, Amber Rudd, has been accused of a cover-up, over her decision not to publish a report on the
funding of Islamist extremism [132] amid claims that states such as Saudi Arabia were pumping money into the
spread of extreme Islamist ideology in the west. The report is said to have found that organisations of “extremism

concern” had received “significant” sums from abroa

UK terror convictions rising, BBC Jihadist database shows [133]

Source Item:
UK terror convictions rising, BBC Jihadist database shows [134]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
06/07/2017
Summary:
More than 100 people in the UK have been convicted of terrorism offences related to Syria and Iraq since 2014,
research by the BBC has revealed.

BBC gets through the article without once mentioning the words Muslim and Islam!! Remarkable bias by
omission https://t.co/2BblZZJtSV [135]
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